For Families

For spouses, partners, and dependents of international Yale community members.

Yale is a diverse institution with many resources for spouses, partners, and families. New Haven and the Greater New Haven area offer opportunities to enrich your experience in the U.S. We encourage you to take a look at the pages below to learn more.

**Finding Community**

Joining the Yale community, meeting new people, and fun things to do and see in the area.

[1]
Parenting & Schools

Information and Resources for those with children.
English Resources & Adult Education

Learning is a life-long activity. Find links and resources for learning and practicing English, adult education opportunities, and more here.

[3]
Working in the U.S.

Resources and information for spouses and partners looking to work in the U.S.
Volunteering

Volunteering is a rewarding way to meet new people and become a part of the community. You can use volunteer opportunities to strengthen skills you already have or learn new skills in a field that interests you.
Getting a Yale ID Card

Spouses and same-sex civil union partners of students and scholars are eligible for a Yale University access card.
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